The initial steps in the hydration of unsolvated peptides: water molecule adsorption on alanine-based helices and globules.
Equilibrium constants for the adsorption of the first water molecule onto a variety of unsolvated alanine-based peptides have been measured and Delta H degrees and DeltaS degrees have been determined. The studies were designed to examine the effects of conformation, charge, and composition on the propensity for peptides to bind water. In general, water adsorption occurs significantly more readily on the globular peptides than on helical ones: several of the singly charged helical peptides were not observed to adsorb a water molecule even at -50 degrees C. These results place a limit on the free energy change for interaction between a water molecule and the helical peptide group. Molecular dynamics simulations reproduce most of the main features of the results. The ability to establish a network of hydrogen bonds to several different hydrogen-bonding partners emerges as a critical factor for strong binding of the water molecule. Whether the charge site is involved in water adsorption depends on how well it is shielded. Peptides containing a protonated histidine bind water much more strongly that those containing a protonated lysine because the delocalized charge on histidine is difficult to shield. The entropy change for adsorption of the first water molecule is correlated with the enthalpy change.